
Open Rank Faculty
College of Information Sciences and Technology
The College of Information Sciences and Technology (IST) at The Pennsylvania
State University invites applications for the following positions:

Multiple, Open-Rank, Tenure-Line Faculty positions in Cybersecurity and Privacy
beginning in Fall 2023.
We are interested in the following areas as broadly defined:

(1) Usable security/privacy,
(2) AI for security/privacy and security/privacy of AI, and
(3) System security.

We seek outstanding candidates with a demonstrated record of research to strengthen
and complement our current research programs.
Candidates will be expected to teach undergraduate and graduate courses including
residential, online, or hybrid courses.

Applicants should view the full advertisement and apply here:
https://apptrkr.com/3600978

Open-Rank, Tenure-Line Faculty position in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
beginning in Fall 2023.
We seek exceptional candidates with high-quality research and publications to
strengthen and complement our current research programs.
We particularly seek scholars who transformatively enhance objectives and approaches
to social justice through the design of digital tools and infrastructures.
Candidates will be expected to teach undergraduate and graduate courses including
residential, online, or hybrid courses.

View full ad and apply here: https://apptrkr.com/3601571

Open-rank,Tenure-line faculty position in Human-CenteredArtificial Intelligence (HCAI)
beginning in Fall 2023.
IST will serve as the tenure home, and this is a joint appointment with Institute for
Computational and Data Sciences (ICDS).
Weseekoutstanding candidateswithdemonstrated researchand scholarship inoneormore
areas of HCAI, including,but not limited to: developingAI policy frameworks,designing and
modeling HCAI systems, detecting and mitigating algorithmic bias, enhancing algorithmic
transparency and accountability, ensuring that AI systems conform to human and societal
values, organizing and supporting effective AI-Human teams, enhancing participatory
democracy, and empowering physically, socially, or economically disadvantaged individuals.
We are especially interested in recruiting candidates whose research interests bridge the
foundational and technical AI research challenges and the human-centered ethical, social,
legal, educational, regulatory, public policy, health and wellbeing, and organizational or
governance concerns.
Candidates will be expected to teach undergraduate and graduate courses including
residential, online, or hybrid courses.

View full ad and apply here: https://apptrkr.com/3601570

Open-rank, teaching faculty position(s) in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
beginning in Fall 2023.
This is a non-tenure-line, limited term (multi-year) appointmentwith an excellent possibility
of renewal. Applicants are expected to have experience in leveraging technology to support
entrepreneurship, business growth, and innovative efforts in organizations of all sizes.
Candidates will be expected to teach undergraduate and as appropriate, qualified
candidatesmay also teachgraduate courses including residential,online,or hybrid courses.

View full ad and apply here: https://apptrkr.com/3601569

-Open-rank teaching faculty position(s) beginning in Fall 2023.
These are non-tenure-line, limited term (multi-year) appointments with an excellent
possibility of renewal.
The primary responsibility will be teaching undergraduate courses including residential,
online,andhybrid courses.As appropriate,qualified facultymay also teachgraduate courses.
Successful candidates should be prepared to teach relevant introductory and advanced
undergraduate courses.

View full ad and apply here: https://apptrkr.com/3601568


